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The problem is urgent; Canadian journalism has reached a crisis point. “Journalism today is
dying because no one has really figured out how to financially support it in a winner-take-all
capitalist system,” wrote The Guardian this past summer.
Media outlets are facing industry-wide challenges as they adapt to changing technology,
demographics, audience preferences and competition for advertising dollars. In many ways,
the “existential reckoning” currently facing journalism parallels the teetering state of
democracy around the world.
The decline in advertising revenue has led to the closure of hundreds of local Canadian
newspapers, dailies, weeklies, and online publications since 2008. Advertising dollars have
largely flowed to Facebook and Google, platforms that distribute content but don’t put
resources into producing it.
By 2013, the media industry in Canada had lost 10,000 jobs over just five years. In J-Source,
Jan Wong says journalism isn’t dead, but the business model is. “Minimum wage, shrinking
newsrooms, slave reporting—no need to stop the presses. For several years now, news
organizations have been cutting workers and slashing budgets as advertisers and
consumers defect en masse to the Internet.”
Meanwhile, the collapsing media industry has been having a direct and negative impact on
democracy at a local level. Shutting down local news and information sources fractures
communities, affecting arts and culture, politics, sports, charities, schools, and community
causes. (Policy Options)
The crisis in media is happening at a time when there has never been a more urgent need
for dogged fact-checking reporting. The election of US president Donald Trump has inspired
a renaissance of investigative journalism. A new generation of young writers, podcasters,
and bloggers, who rose to stardom using Twitter and YouTube, are now trying to reinvent
the way journalism is funded by convincing people to voluntarily pay for their content.
In the world of independent media and niche publications across the political spectrum,
crowdfunding is alive and well. But this is all still relatively new; people without much
knowledge of fundraising are just figuring it out as they go along, testing new ideas, seeing
what works and what doesn’t. Some have been successful, other less so.
Crowdfunding journalism presents a potentially new funding model for independent
advocacy media (Pew Research Centre), particularly those outlets covering stories that are
being ignored by mainstream publications. “In today’s evolving digital era, crowdfunding
represents a new, niche segment of nontraditional journalism driven in large part by public
interest and motivation. It is bringing voice and visibility to efforts that would likely otherwise
go unnoticed or unfunded, adding yet another way for the public to engage in creating,
funding and disseminating journalism and adding one more option to the arsenal of revenue
sources that the industry is desperately seeking to build up.”
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Most crowdfunding sites, such as Kickstarter, Indiegogo, and GoFundMe, allow users to
fund individual projects with a fixed end date for a campaign. Some sites allow campaigners
to keep all the funds raised even if the goal isn’t reached; others are “all or nothing.” Either
way, this format makes funding journalism challenging. For media outlets to be sustainable,
they need the ability to generate ongoing funding to pay reporter and editor salaries,
maintain coverage of local government, and keep the proverbial lights on (even if that just
means one journalist working from home with a laptop and a phone).
That’s where Patreon is different. It allows users to become “patrons” of individuals, such as
journalists or other content creators, or even of entire media organizations, through a small
monthly donation. Patreon is a crowdfunding platform co-founded in 2013 by Jack Conte of
the cover band Pomplamoose. The platform has rapidly gained in popularity with various
creators, including podcasters, YouTubers, illustrators, artists, and journalists.

Before Patreon, numerous journalism-related projects were proposed on Kickstarter, one of
the largest single hubs for crowdfunding journalism. (Pew Research Centre). Kickstarter is
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great for raising funds for big one-time projects, such as a documentary film or a fund for a
major investigation. But without the ability to raise sustained ongoing funding, it will never be
the answer media is looking for.

In 2015, right-wing pundit Ezra Levant turned to crowdfunding to bankroll his new media
company—Rebel Media, born out of the ashes of Sun News. Levant raised more than
$100,000 by appealing for donations, including $15,000 in ongoing monthly contributions.
(National Post)
And while crowdfunding was still relatively new in 2015, it certainly wasn’t unheard of. British
Columbia news blog, The Tyee, a pioneer in crowdfunded journalism experiments, has
raised close to $1 million from readers since it launched in 2009 (ibid).
Interestingly, The Tyee gives readers a list of popular topics, and money donated can be
earmarked to the development of specific coverage, which editors call "crowdsourcing the
editorial board." Just as major donors to foundations, hospitals, and universities influence
their major gifts, small donors can also enjoy the same privilege by influencing news
coverage. By offering donors a choice of which issues The Tyee should cover during
Canada's 2009 elections, the pledges brought in $25,000 in 10 days. In 2014, a campaign to
“Take The Tyee National” raised $118,000 in three weeks. (BC Business)
Internationally, independent journalists and bloggers are also experimenting with
crowdfunding. In addition to American crowdfunded journalism like Democracy Now, The
Intercept, and ProPublica, donation-based organisations like the Global Investigative
Journalism Network (GIJN), have a number of substantial projects across Africa challenging
authoritarian governments and a controlled press.
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Closer to home, a crowdfunding success story is Canadaland, a national podcast and news
blog covering the media industry. It was founded in 2013 by former CBC broadcaster Jesse
Brown, because he believed that Canada lacked the kind of critical media analysis found in
other countries. Canadaland is mostly funded by individual donations on Patreon.
When Canadaland’s Patreon page launched in 2014, the campaign reached its first
goal—$1,000 a month to pay for minimal costs and overhead—in a matter of hours. Within a
few days it had grown to more than twice that amount, with about 500 individual donors. The
second goal for the campaign was $4,000 a month, which paid for Brown’s costs plus a
modest salary.

Jesse Brown’s Patreon page as it looked when it first launched in 2014.

November was Canadaland’s annual fundraising push for 2017—a month-long fundraising
drive that happens once a year. To the delight of the growing newsroom staff, they hit their
goal with hours to spare, and it continues to grow.
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This time, the goal was to raise enough to fund a documentary podcast digging into what’s
happening in Thunder Bay, the city with the highest homicide and hate crime rates in
Canada, where Indigenous youth keep washing up dead in the river. “This year, there is not
the existential crisis of whether Canadaland lives or dies,” Brown says. “[Thunder Bay] is a
different kind of crisis. But it’s not our crisis.”
In the Canadaland office at 401 Richmond in downtown Toronto, Brown says successful
crowdfunding comes down to demographics and economics. To explain his point, he grabs
his laptop and launches into the pitch he’s about to record:
“Canada does not have enough of a population to fund our own media through advertising
alone. So it has to be through subscriptions. That’s it! We have to directly support the media
that we want. That is the only way we’re going to have our own media. Through direct
support. So if you want environmental advocacy journalism, go support the National
Observer or The Tyee. If you want Indigenous media, go support Indian and Cowboy and
Ku’ku’kwes. If you want progressive activist journalism, go support Rabble or Ricochet. If you
want the Rebel, go support the Rebel. ”
Brown says there has been positive momentum with Canadaland, a growing base of
supporters who encourage him to keep going, and that growth has been largely organic. “I
think people are starting to understand that the things they love to read, the radio shows and
podcasts they love to listen to, could disappear just like that. It’s not even surprising anymore
when they do.”
Not all media outlets that turn to crowdfunding are successful. Local news and culture blog
Torontoist used Patreon in 2015 to try and generate enough to pay freelancers something
close to a fair wage for their work. Unfortunately, the appeal fell flat. Some suspect that
readers were perhaps unwilling to donate knowing that Torontoist is owned by a large, and
very wealthy corporation, St. Joseph Media, publisher of Toronto Life.

Screenshots from Torontoist’s fundraising campaign video, released in 2015.
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Torontoist’s Patreon page when it launched in 2016, with the goal to raise
enough to fund an LGBTQ staff writer. Sadly, the campaign did not reach its goal.

Why has Canadaland been successful where others have failed?
“[To crowdfund], first you need an audience,” says Brown. “I gave Canadaland away for free
until I had 10,000 [listeners]; 10,000 I think is the magic number. After a year, you can go to
this built-up fan base, [of] which maybe 1,000 are ‘true fans’ who would be willing to donate.”
“Where Torontoist and others fail is there are no stakes,” Brown adds. “They can’t say, or
haven’t been able to say, ‘If you don’t fund us, we go away.’” There was no urgency to
Torontoist’s appeal, he says. It was also difficult for Torontoist to crowdfund because there is
no longer a Rob Ford type in office. “There isn’t that sense of mission.”
On average, Canadaland patrons give $5 a month, regardless of whether the donor is a
student or a business person. More than 3,000 people subscribe to Canadaland. “And we
really flatter them,” Brown adds. “We say, ‘there’s only 3000 of you, but every episode gets
35,000 downloads. So you are paying for more than 10 people each to get this for free.’ That
flatters the people who pay and shames the people who don’t.”
What started as a small and scrappy podcast has grown into an established media company
with six and a half full-time staff, a book, a beer, and a long list of monthly donors.
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Top image: How Canadaland’s Patreon page looks today. Below: Rewards for patrons including a book, the Canadaland Guide
to Canada, and a Canadaland Sour beer. There’s also Canadaland socks, a Trudeau & Trump colouring book, and the
Canadaland Guide to Freelancing for students.

Going forward, the major challenge Canadaland faces is donor stewardship and retention,
which is especially difficult with no staff dedicated to fundraising full-time. The main problem
is that Patreon doesn’t allow creators to collect the phone numbers of their subscribers. So
along with not being able to send messages of thanks, they can’t follow up when the donor’s
credit card expires. Brown says this is his one of his most pressing concerns. Just this
month, Canadaland lost almost $500 in monthly donations from expired credit cards:
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Patreon takes a 5% fee and collects donations in US dollars, which is good for Canadaland,
but does discourage some potential donors. Credit card processing also takes a cut.
“Ideally, we would have our own crowdfunding on our own page,” Brown says. “But that’s a
project for further into the future.”
Still, despite some notable crowdfunding successes, Forbes says that Patreon alone won’t
save journalism.
“At the same time that these journalism outlets show Patreon’s potential, however, they also
show its limitations. When journalism sites rely on fans for funds, they’re expected to give
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back something extra in return. Without transparency, or with explanations like ‘increasing
value for our shareholders,’ fans aren’t going to back journalism sites, no matter how much
they love them. Patreon works for a very specific type of journalism funding—one that brings
value right back to fans.”

All creators on Patreon seem to be experiencing the same monthly dip in monthly donations, presumably due to credit cards
expiring.

Just last month, Toronto’s NOW Magazine nudged forward a collection plate, asking for
donations via PayPal, a somewhat sad and amateur attempt by comparison to other media
crowdfunding campaigns. Then on November 27, another dark day for Canadian media,
Postmedia and Torstar announced the closing of 36 community newspapers; 300 more
journalists lost their jobs, sending a chill through the industry once again.
“It’s not enough for Canada’s independent media outlets to survive, or to carve out niche
audiences. We need to be thinking bigger,” writes Ricochet, a Canadian crowdfunded
progressive media outlet. “We have to collectively figure out a new model of media that
recognizes the importance of quality journalism to the public interest and a democratic
society.”
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